Pharmacy is a professional course that trains its graduates for the workforce. As such, it is essential to equip the students with a body of knowledge that is required for the practice of pharmacy. It is equally important to help them develop an enquiring mind, good analytical and critical thinking skills, capability of independent learning, good interpersonal skills and the ability to work as a team. I am part of the Pharmacy team involved in shaping pharmacy graduates.

I bring with me many years of experience and the expert knowledge needed to engage and enthuse my students. More importantly, I provide a conducive learning environment to encourage my students to develop their potential to the fullest. I strive to make my lessons enjoyable by injecting humour, sharing anecdotes and providing clear explanation of concepts, and make my students think beyond the concepts by posing thought-provoking questions. Besides being nurturing, I also set challenges through different tasks to encourage my students to explore, question, think and reason, and to learn independently with good teamwork. Through this holistic education, I hope to forge a strong partnership with my students in their learning journey, and produce capable and “thinking” pharmacists of the future.

What Students Say…

“She provides equal focus to each student so we do not feel left out in the discussion of the experiments. She also makes sure that we do the experiment correctly and gives us tips to improve our methodology.”

“Explains the concepts very clearly and the rationale for doing what we do during practicals. Very approachable. Prof Chan’s lab session was my FAVOURITE :D”